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Healthieranimals,healthierreturns!

"Since I have been using the Seaquim® range on
my farm and I have really seen the benefits in
improved animal condition and better immune
activity in fighting disease which has led to lower
vet bills, saving me money and time."
RH Black, Beef and Arable Producer, 
Collessie, Fife, Scotland

"I couldn’t recommend the Seaquim® range more
highly. Through improved animal body condition
I’m able to get my animals to market quicker than
before and the Seaquim® bucket range helps me
to do this."
Elgan Jones, Sheep and Beef Farmer, 
Coedmore Hall, Cellan, Lampeter, Wales 

"The buckets are tough and durable which helps
when I place them both inside livestock sheds
and outside in the fields, some buckets that I
have used in the past are thin and have broken
which has meant some of the product has 
been wasted."
Will Hancock, Beef and Arable Producer, 
RD Hancock, Church Farm, Kings Lynn, 
Norfolk, England

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, 
PLEASE CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SUPPLIER:

Glenside also offers:
� Albrecht® Soil Surveys: the easy way to 

understand how and why your soils perform.

� CalcifiedPlus®: Calcium and trace elements 
resulting in Rapid pH buffering and 
palatability improver.

� The 2007 RASE silver medal winner 
OxyGenerator®: probably the best grassland 
aerator on the market.

� GlentraceGrass®: the composite granule 
that supply’s trace elements to the soil 
and forage.

� BiagroGrass®: Biological 
treatment for grass 
seed: improves yield 
and quality.

� SlurriMorr®: unique 
biological treatment 
for slurries 
and manure.
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For over 30 years the Glenside Group 

has been at the forefront in working with

Farmers to improve the use of Farm

Resources and boost the natural 

productivity of crops and livestock.

Seaquim®

2020 Range
The Seaquim® bucket range consists of  

six unique bucket formulations designed to 

help develop and support effective immune

systems enabling the animals to overcome

the challenges of nutritional and trace 

element deficiencies resulting in the 

potential to improve growth rates, health

and profitability of all animals.

The Seaquim® bucket range is manufactured

in Scotland using only local and natural

ingredients which guarantees

quality, traceability and

sustainability of the

range.

An enhanced plane of

nutrition boosts 

the immune system.

**Sea Gah-Lic®

12.5% Seaquim, 
19% Sugars.
Trace elements, 
minerals and garlic. 
Can be used in an 
Organic Farming 
operation.

Seaquim® 

Hi Energy
5% Seaquim, 23%
Sugars, 22% Ash, 
15% Protein, 4% Oil
and Omega 3 Oil 
as well as trace 
elements, vitamins, 
proteins and sugars. 

Seaquim® 

Hi Mag
10% Seaquim, 
19% Sugars. 
Trace elements, 
vitamins and 
magnesium. 

Seaquim® GP
12.5% Seaquim, 
19% Sugars.
Trace elements, 
minerals and 
vitamins.

**Seaquim® 

Hi Salt
12.5% Seaquim, 
19% Sugars. 
Trace elements and salt. 
Can be used in an 
Organic Farming 
operation.

**Seaquim® 

Original
25% Seaquim and 
19% Sugars. 
Trace elements and 
other minerals. 
Can be used in an 
Organic Farming 
operation.

Same calf - The benefits of 
Seaquim® in 8 weeks

Benefits:

� 100% easily digested

� Naturally high in iodine

� Naturally chelated minerals

� Naturally protected proteins and 
carbohydrates

� Unique balanced range of contents

� Boosts function of immune system

� Suitable for all animals on farm

� **Approved for organic farming 
operations

Seaquim bucket licks are available in
25Kg and 100Kg tubs.

Healthieranimals,healthierreturns! **Approved for organic farming operations

All buckets come in 25kg and 100kg format.


